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About the Customer

Onboard Informatics is one of the largest providers of property 
listing data in the US Real Estate market. Onboard provides the 
best in local and property information to provide data-driven 
engagement that drives and converts more leads for their clients. 
They build tools using this data for their clients to better engage 
with their end customers.

Business Problem

Onboard wanted to reassess the provisioning of listing data and APIs 
in order to address upcoming business opportunities. Onboard was 
also looking for a technology partner who could take on the 
responsibility of providing listing data, APIs and images through a 
well-defined SLA model, thereby allowing them to focus on their core 
Real Estate business.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS

Leverage PropMix’s Factory 
model for economies of scale 
with more than 300 MLSs covered 

Hourly update enriched with 
school and neighborhood data, 
and every 15 minute update 
without enrichment.

Fully resizable image access 
via high performance CDN

Seamless migration of data 
provisioning, APIs and images 
to the new PropMix platform

Well-defined SLAs for steady 
state operations













Business Solution Implemented

PropMix did a due diligence of the existing application environment and baselined the data 
provision, volume of API calls, response times by API, commonly used search parameters, and 
other functionalities that were currently provided by Onboard. The new architecture took into account 
the enhancements to the APIs that were required, as well as the optimum approach to deliver the existing 
functionality. A detailed exercise was done to identify dependencies. The process for enriching the listing data 
with neighborhood, school, and geography information was also defined. Once the solution was defined, the 
tasks were executed meticulously to build the solution components. There were daily SCRUM meetings 
internally, and weekly status calls with Onboard. Code development was followed a rigorous QA process. 
Non-functional requirements (load testing, performance testing, API level response match etc) were also done. 
There was a one month overlap of production environments before the previous environment was 
decommissioned. Over a four-month period, Onboard was able to migrate seamlessly to the new platform.

Business Benefits

Onboard was able to accomplish the following benefits



















Migrate seamlessly to PropMix’s listing data, 
APIs and images
Enhance the APIs to accommodate new client 
requirements
Economies of scale through PropMix’s Factory 
model for MLS data
Hourly update of MLS data enriched with 
neighborhood and school data, 15 minute 
updated for MLS data prior to enrichment
Full resizable image access via our high 
performance CDN.

MLS-credentials based access restrictions 
and security for data
Continuous monitoring of APIs and the 
infrastructure environment
Effective resolution of customer issues within 
SLA timelines
Periodic reporting on adherence to SLAs and 
customer tickets


